Fill in the gaps

Plastic by Soraya
I (1)____________ (2)______________ you were someone

Both you and me

to die for

Like (21)______________ up in plastic

I (3)________ to say I'd never been so (4)________ in love

Don't know how we came to this

before

I feel (22)________ I've been

Now I know the (5)______________ of forever

Wrapped up in plastic

It's (6)________ a long time

Never knew how life (23)__________ be

When you're not having fun

Both you and me

Remember how we always were together

Like (24)______________ up in plastic

They used to say no one would see us coming one by one

I don't know how

There was a time (7)________ I thought we (8)__________

Somewhere we got off track

(9)__________ it

I tried but I couldn't keep it in my heart

No matter what, we would (10)____________ (11)________

I looked around

it

I tried to get it back

Don't (12)________ how we came to this

(Oh) Tell me how (25)__________ we let it go

I feel like I've been

Don't know how we came to this

Wrapped up in plastic

I (26)________ like I've been

Never knew how life could be

Wrapped up in plastic

Both you and me

Now it's all gone

Like wrapped up in plastic

Wrapped in plastic

I always thought I was standing on (13)__________ ground

Did it all wrong

Now I feel like a

Now we lost it

(14)____________

spinning 'round and

'round

What a sad song

I'm so lost in the (15)__________ of I have to's

Wrapped in plastic

It's (16)________ a long time

Now it's all gone

Since I had some fun

Wrapped in plastic

I used to be where the hot summer wind blows

Now it's all gone

There'd be no problems
No bad options (17)________________ in my way
Now I'm trapped
And no way to get out
Don't (18)________ how we came to this
I (19)________ like I've been
Wrapped up in plastic
Never knew how (20)________ could be
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Fill in the gaps
Answer
1. always
2. thought
3. used
4. much
5. meaning
6. such
7. when
8. could
9. shake
10. always
11. make
12. know
13. solid
14. record
15. world
16. been
17. standing
18. know
19. feel
20. life
21. wrapped
22. like
23. could
24. wrapped
25. could
26. feel
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